


AS POWERFUL AS THUNDER
AS LIGHT AS A CLOUD



Naked as only it knows how to be. Tuono 660 is faithful to the inimitable DNA of the 
name it bears. A perfect balance, achieved through the blend of a sport-derived 
technical base and uncompromising aesthetics, dominated by the generous top 
fairing, which has always distinguished sport naked bikes according to Aprilia.

A NAKED
DRESS LIKE



THE SPORT NAKED 
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The Tuono 660’s parallel-twin raises the bar in the category: compact and 
modern. 95 HP (also available in reduced-power version for A2 driver’s 
license holders) and full torque available from low rpm, thanks to the 
270° crankpins. All this translates into a responsiveness that is just as 
significant in the city as it is on a demanding ride through the twisties.

The riding experience is easy and versatile in the city, thanks in part 
to the assisted anti-juddering clutch, always light to operate. Agile, 
lightweight and sporty, Tuono 660 offers balanced ergonomics, 
comfortable in the city and satisfying when diving through corners.
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BEST IN CLASS
BEST ON THE ROAD

95 67 183



Faithful to the family tenet, Tuono 660 is born on the base of its 
sporty sibling, the RS. Thanks to the aluminium frame and the 

bearing engine, the structure of the Tuono 660 is lightweight and 
compact to provide a ride that is always thrilling and dynamic. 

Just 183 kg with a full tank of petrol make it the lightest in the 
segment, the most fun on turns and the most agile in the city.

TUONO 
 LEGACY

Aluminium frame 
and swingarm

 Adjustable  
upside-down forks

 320mm dual  
front brake disc

 Brembo radial brake master 
cylinder and calipers
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Fixed top fairing, sleek tail and high handlebars are the ingredients that blend 
perfectly to breathe life into the Tuono 660 design. An equipment package that is 
further enhanced and refined with the triple LED headlight with DRL that outline the 
distinctive trait of Aprilia street bikes, as well as the built-in turn indicators that make 
the entire ensemble compact and aggressive. A design that becomes function thanks 
to the double-layer side panels which not only express a dynamic shape, but also 
deflect the airflow from the rider to improve comfort and aerodynamic protection.

DEFINITELY
TUONO



Tuono 660 is synonymous with sportiness and fun. The tapered handlebar 
ensures a raised and more comfortable riding position, plus the wide steering 
angle lets you manoeuvre even in the tightest of spots. The erect position 
provides better control of the vehicle, all to the advantage of fun in sport 
riding, thanks to the dominating sensation that the Tuono 660 gives you.

DOMINATE 
THE ROAD



NEVER GO  
UNNOTICED



| ACID GOLD | IRIDIUM GREY| CONCEPT BLACK

THE STUNNERS



Full LED, light DRL, 
built-in turn indicators 
and automatic headlight.

5 riding modes  
(3 fixed and 2 fully customizable)  
for on road and on track use. 

APRC suite with  
ATC, AWC, ACC, AEB, AEM, ABS.01 02 03

PREMIUM PACK

Tuono offers the best features in its category. Full LED light cluster, dominated by the unmistakeable DRL, with the headlights switching on automatically and built-in turn indicators.  
The APRC electronic controls suite, a safety feature for novice riders and a tool that lets more expert riders tailor the Tuono 660 to their style. 5 riding modes to adapt the vehicle’s behaviour to any 
situation, from the road to the circuit, from the daily commute to a track day, all controlled immediately and easily thanks to the convenient electric blocks and the 4.3’’ TFT screen.



TOTAL LOOK
Now those riders who use their Aprilia bikes as daily riders can benefit from top quality and 
safety standards, comfort and stylistic attention to detail, as well as enjoying total riding 
pleasure on every outing. The helmet and gloves Aprilia proposes are in line with every one of 
the Tuono 660’s moods: sporty, comfortable and high tech, without sacrificing the design and 
protection that only certified technical apparel can provide.



Travel with peace of mind with a two-year warranty that includes Roadside Assistance: coverage across Europe, towing to 
the closest Authorised Service Centre, original spare parts, additional services (e.g. passenger transportation, taxi, hotel, 
vehicle return).

Find out how to extend this benefit with X-Care+ Extended Warranty, the unlimited warranty extension plan that offers you 
the same coverage as the original warranty:

• Coverage of repair costs for faults due to manufacturing or assembly defects on parts

• Replacement of damaged components with original spare parts, processing included

• Roadside assistance that, in addition to towing and problem solving, also ensures non-stop mobility

• Specialised, certified Piaggio Group Service assistance

• Retention of the retail value of the used vehicle in case of sale

• Coverage across Europe

For full details and to find out about coverage in your country, refer to your Dealer or Authorised Service Centre.

With the dedicated X-Care+ services, you can choose from among different standard maintenance packages depending 
on your needs. By purchasing one of the X-Care+ Maintenance plans, you have the right to periodic scheduled 
maintenance in accordance with the specifications outlined in the use and maintenance manual.

• 2 years / 20,000km 2 services

• 3 years / 30,000km 3 services

• 4 years / 40,000km 4 services

For full details, refer to your Dealer or Authorised Service Centre.

Engine Aprilia forward-facing parallel twin, four stroke, liquid-cooled with radiator and water-oil heat exchanger, 
DOHC with silent chain on the right side, four valves per cylinder.

Engine Capacity 659  cc

Max Power 95 Hp (70 kW) at 10.500 rpm

Maximum torque at crankshaft 67,0 Nm (6.83 kgm) at 8.500 rpm 

Chassis Aluminium dual beam chassis with removable seat-supporting subframe

Power supply Airbox with front air vent. Two 48 mm throttle bodies, Ride-by-wire management

Transmission 6 gears

Front suspension Kayaba  41 mm upside down fork with top out spring, Aluminium pins to fasten radial callipers. Adjustable 
extension and spring preload. 110 mm wheel travel.

Rear suspension Asymmetrical aluminium swingarm. Single shock and top out spring with adjustable extension and spring 
preload. Wheel travel 130 mm.

Front brake 320 mm diameter double disc. Brembo radial callipers with 4 horizontally opposed 32 mm pistons. Radial 
pump master cylinder and metal braided brake hose.

Rear brake 220 mm diameter disc; Brembo calliper with two  34 mm separate pistons.
Metal braided brake hose.

ABS system Multimap ABS

Front wheel 3.5”X17” rims in aluminium alloy - Tubeless radial tyre, 120/70 ZR 17

Rear wheel 5.5”X17” rims in aluminium alloy - Tubeless radial tyre, 180/55 ZR 17 
(180/60 ZR17 as alternative)

Seat height 820 mm 

Fuel tank capacity 15 litres (including 4-litre reserve)

Kerb weight
including fluids*

183 kg 

CO2 Emissions 116 g/km

Consumption 4.90 litres/100 km 

Electronic management APRC suite that includes ATC (traction control), AWC (wheelie control), AEB (engine brake) AEM (engine 
mapping), ACC (cruise control), 5 Riding modes (Road and Track, 3 pre-set and 2 customisable)

Omologazione Euro 5

The dream of riding an Aprilia is now even easier to achieve thanks to Piaggio Financial Services, 
the new Piaggio Group platform dedicated to the most innovative financial solutions.

The company reserves the right to make technical and aesthetic changes at any time. Full information on models and accessories is available at www.aprilia.com 
Ride carefully, always wearing a helmet and suitable gear. Always comply with the rules of the road and respect the environment. Read the operating and maintenance 
manual carefully. Always ask for original and approved spare parts in accordance with current legislation. Visit an Official Aprilia Dealership or Authorised Retailer for 
a secure purchase and guaranteed service support.

Aprilia is a registered trademark of Piaggio & C. S.p.A.

* In compliance with the VO (EU) 168/2013 standards, with all operating fluids, with standard equipment and fuel tank filled to 90% capacity.

**Also available as a 35 kW version, which can be driven with an A2 driver’s licence.
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